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Author Spotlight

 

Bestselling Author

Charissa Hughley.

 

-Know Your Boys

-Hymns of My Life

 

All are available on Amazon.

Rachel Packard is the

founder of Healing the

Earth. Rachel is bridging

the gap between

unhealthy and healthy

habits
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VISION
RAPID RESULTS
Malcolm Nealy cont. - page 2

COMMUNITY

PASSION
-Responsible over 500

full body

transformations

 

-Featured On Fox

 

-Personal/Group Training 

Available

 

 

Are you ready to become the
next bestselling author?
 
Contact 205-657-6486

Rachael became passionate

about health when learning

that the standard lifestyle

that was so easy and simple

to me, was destroying 

the PEOPLE 

that I love 

and the

EARTH that 

I adore.

Healing the Earth 
     cont. Pg. 2
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VISION

MALCOLM NEALY
Malcolm is a fitness

powerhouse. He promotes a

fitness mindset that includes

extensive exercies

accompanied by a vegan

lifestyle. His program, located

in Tuscaloosa, AL offers his

clients a mindset shift that

elilminates excuses. His "Rapid

Results has transformed men,

women, and children to get fit

and have more confidence.
 

SONTA'S WEIGHT LOSS
Journey

In 2012, my journey to

becoming a mindful soul

began. After years of

education and guidance, I

became aware that I did

not need fast food and fast

products to bring me

health and happiness. It

has taken me almost 7

years to get to where I am

today. This lifestyle takes

educating, understanding,

and having patience with

yourself. 

              -Rachael Packard

 

The Healing the Earth

Facebook group is

intended to help you

better understand why

having a healthy body is

directly correlated to

having a healthy earth.

 

Sonta's Weight Loss Journey

is a Facebook support group

started by KaSonta Daniels.

 

It was created to share

information about the trials

and triumphs with the

weight loss journey. KaSonta

shares her personal journey

as encouragement and

inspiration.

 

The group offers exercise

options, food prepping ideas,

and healthy encouragement.

 

"I have to set a goal and write

out my plan because that is

what works for me."-KaSonta 

 

KaSonta encourages the group to

find ways that works for their

individual person to reach

their goal. 

Students!! Go from vision to  passion. Join Shaping My Path on Facebook.
r e a d y

HEALING THE EARTH

By sticking close to nature’s

resources and gifts you may

learn about the following:

positive food alternatives,

my favorite products to use,

toxic free choices,

guidance, and much more!

Together, have the power

to change the world.

Welcome to the community

of mindful humans who

heal with earth.
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EDUCATION

Who are you? Really, who are

you? It's time to become

more knowledgeable about the

person you call "me".            

 

Discovering your "ME"

requires your energy. We

must face our lives head on;

face to face, eye to eye, and

heart to heart. 

This is your time, don't

waste it.

 

Getting to know who you

are is the first sign of saying,

"I care about me." We know

about things concerning

others, but often take little

time fine-tuning ourselves. 

Let's learn about ourselves.

We're all different and

unique. 

You get one chance to change

your life on this day. If it passes

NOW, you will NEVER get it

again. The next moment or

tomorrow is not the same as

NOW. This is that chance. Your

life will always consist of

“before NOW” and “after NOW.” 

Anticipate your horizon.

Visualize it. Your “me” is

beyond your doubts, fears, or

challenging changes.

Be proud of the decision you

make. If you can make a

decision to better your “you,”

you’ll know that anything is

possible.

 
The Finding Your Me Facebook

group is for you. It is a place to

go deep within yourself and

give yourself permission to

thrive.

 

Join us!!!!!!!

 

 

Purchase your copy of the book    

by visiting

www.pamryans.com.

The Daughter of Sarah (DOS) is a

non-profit organization whose 

 mission is to promote early

detection by providing healthcare

information, healthy eating

options, and resources to

caregivers.  Additionally, the

organization honors individuals

who provide care to others with a

life threatening or terminal illness

who are unable to do so for

themselves.

The Daughter of Sarah provides

health awareness. The

organization encourages

individuals who face crises or

experience symptoms to visit

their healthcare provider to gain

a better knowledge and

prayerfully prevent future

advancement of the condition. 

 

July Awareness

-Cord Blood

-Juvenile Arthritis

-National Cleft and Craniofacial

For a full list visit

www.healthline.com

 

 

Email pamryans@yahoo.com. 
 
Articles must feature categories
relating to community, education,
health, and passion. Information
must be free of profanity, insulting
or demeaning information and be
void of political and religious biases. 
 
Articles are subject to approval.

HEALTH JOIN US


